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Patterson Park 
Baltimore National Heritage Area 

 
 Visitor Experience Analysis and Recommendations 
 

This document was prepared by Senior Planners Jack Spinnler and David Guiney, in 
collaboration with Tim Almaguer, Executive Director, Friends of Patterson Park.  The team 
initially met at Patterson Park to review current conditions and needs on December 3, 2010. 

 

This analysis is part of the interpretive planning effort being sponsored by the Baltimore National 
Heritage Area in preparation for the War of 1812 Bicentennial in Baltimore.  Patterson Park is a 
key resource in the story of the defense of Baltimore against British forces in 1814. 

 

Visitor experience plans can be used to organize and manage all of a site’s interpretive media 
and programs that enable desired visitor experiences.  This plan focuses on experiences that 
are connected to Patterson’s Park’s role as a War of 1812 site.  So, for example, one 
recommendation is a wayside exhibit identifying and interpreting Rodgers Bastion.  However, 
other recommendations, such as for better entrance signing and park orientation, would have 
benefit to the park beyond its Bicentennial offerings. 

 

Each page in the first section that follows is a database record of a desired visitor experience.  
Normally those experiences will occur at a specific place in the park, and will be enabled by 
interpretive media such as signs, exhibits, or publications, or through programs such as 
demonstrations, concerts, or other personal services.  The recommendations section of each 
record lists actions that might be taken to enhance visitors’ experiences. 

 

Photos on the record pages illustrate current conditions, experience sites, or models of types of 
solutions that have been successful at other sites. 

 

Following the one-page records is a listing of all experiences, several per page.  This listing is 
useful for seeing many records at a glance. 

 

Other Visitor Experience Plan sites for the BNHA Bicentennial planning include The Star-
Spangled Banner Flag House and the Maryland Historical Society. 

 

It is hoped that this document will be useful in assisting Patterson Park in preparing for the 
Bicentennial, and for better serving our Baltimore communities as well as our visitors from 
around the country and around the world. 

 

 

 
Rev. February 18, 2011 

 

 



No. Experience Zone

Visitor Experience Zones
Experiences are ordered according to general locations or "zones."  Each experience is 
given an Experience Number in the database. The first part of the experience number is a
two-digit Zone Number.  In general, the lower numbers are zones visitors see first, and the
higher numbers are zones they enter later in their visit.

00 Pre-visit Locations

01 Approach to Patterson Park

02 Lombard Street Entry Area

03 Pagoda Plaza

04 Rodgers Bastion Area

05 The Casino Area

06 Boat Lake

07 East Side of Park

08 Neighborhood Entrances and Gates

09 Pulaski Monument Area
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Experience Log - Media and Programs
Listed according to experience location

VE ID No. Experience Name Location or Zone Media / Program Type

00 - 100 Getting to Patterson Park Multiple offsite 
media

Pre-visit Locations

01 - 100 Approaching Patterson Park Flags or bannersApproach to Patterson Park

01 - 200 Entering Patterson Park Interpretive site 
development

Approach to Patterson Park

02 - 100 Getting Oriented to Patterson Park Wayside exhibitLombard Street Entry Area

02 - 200 Learning about the Friends of Patterson
Park

Wayside exhibitLombard Street Entry Area

03 - 100 Discovering the Pagoda or Observatory Wayside exhibitPagoda Plaza

03 - 200 Appreciating the views when the 
Pagoda is closed

Film or videoPagoda Plaza

03 - 300 Exploring the Pagoda Informal contact 
with staff

Pagoda Plaza

03 - 400 Interpreting the view from the Pagoda 
observation decks

Wayside exhibitsPagoda Plaza

04 - 100 Discovering the War of 1812 cannons Artifact 
conservation 
services

Rodgers Bastion Area

04 - 200 Learning about the War of 1812 
Cannons

Wayside exhibitsRodgers Bastion Area

04 - 300 Discovering the 1914 Centennial 
Monument

Artifact 
conservation 
services

Rodgers Bastion Area

04 - 500 Enjoying Concerts near the Observatory Special event or 
festival

Rodgers Bastion Area

04 - 510 Improving service for the concerts Special event or 
festival

Rodgers Bastion Area

05 - 100 Learning about the Casino and park 
history

Wayside exhibit 
and/or museum 
exhibits

The Casino Area

06 - 100 Learning about Harris Creek and the 
Boat Lake

Wayside exhibitBoat Lake

07 - 100 Discovering the British perspective of 
Sept. 13, 1814

Wayside exhibitEast Side of Park

08 - 100 Identifying Patterson Park NameplatesNeighborhood Entrances 
and Gates

09 - 100 Identifying Pulaski and the Monument Wayside exhibitPulaski Monument Area
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

00 - 100
Downtown at a Baltimore hotel or attractions in
and around the Inner Harbor.

Getting to Patterson Park

Many out-of-town visitors (although only a small
percentage of total park visitors) are interested 
in Patterson Park’s resources related to the War
of 1812.  Most of these visitors will be staying in
downtown hotels or visiting the Inner Harbor 
area and drive up Pratt Street or Lombard 
Street.  Because street parking is often difficult 
to find on the streets near Patterson Park, out-
of-town visitors should be encouraged to take 
the city’s free shuttle bus system (Charm City 
Circulator) from downtown to Patterson Park. Multiple offsite media

Pre-visit Locations

1 - Information, Orientation, Services

This category is not theme-related.  Use for informational signs, orientation, safety messages, maps, and
other topics related to trip planning, visitor safety, comfort, and services.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration NA  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Consider contacting the BNHA W1812’s Transportation Committee to confirm that one of the Charm 
City Circulator bus routes connects to Patterson Park.

► Perhaps shuttle bus publications could be provided in downtown hotels; also, hotel concierges could 
encourage hotel patrons to use the shuttle buses.

Responsibility Multiple partners

Approach from downtown on Lombard St. Model directional sign
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

01 - 100
Pratt Street or Lombard Street to their 
intersections with Patterson Park Avenue.

Approaching Patterson Park

Most of the park’s visitors live in the 
neighborhoods surrounding the park. Many of 
them are not aware of Patterson Park’s War of
1812 resources, nor are they aware that 
Baltimore's defensive earthworks in September
1814 extended from the harbor up to 
Hampstead Hill (today's Patterson Park) and 
north/northwest to the area near Johns Hopkins
Hospital.

Flags or banners

Approach to Patterson Park

2 - War of 1812

This topic includes all political and military subjects associated with the war, including leaders, 
chronologies, campaigns, fortifications, communications, and its effects on citizens.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration .50  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Because many of the neighborhoods’ street light poles and/or other street posts have the hardware to
hold vertical banners (about 2 ft, x 6 ft), consider cooperating with a partner to purchase banners to hang
from city light poles.  These banners could be part generic (in common to all) and part custom (specific to
an area or neighborhood).  The banners could be hung on poles around the park's perimeter and perhaps
in area neighborhoods that would focus on the area’s 1814 earthworks from the War of 1812.  There is a
city fee to hang banners, but fees might be reduced for BNHA-related banners.

► Seek permission to place these “1814 earthworks” banners within the park, and south to the historic 
harbor shoreline, and north/northwest to today’s Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Responsibility Multiple partners

Looking west from main gate Model light post banner
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

01 - 200
At the gate columns standing across from the 
intersection with Lombard Street.

Entering Patterson Park

Many visitors (especially those coming from 
downtown Baltimore) enter the park through a 
stone gate built in the mid-1860s along 
Patterson Park Avenue opposite Lombard 
Street.  This historic stone entrance is the park's
original formal gate. This entrance's iron gates 
and the iron fences that once extended in both
directions were removed during World War II for
war materials.

Interpretive site development

Approach to Patterson Park

1 - Information, Orientation, Services

This category is not theme-related.  Use for informational signs, orientation, safety messages, maps, and
other topics related to trip planning, visitor safety, comfort, and services.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 2  minutes

Status 2 - Existing, needs improvement

Recommendations ► Because this is the most attractive and historic park entrance of the more than 12 park entrances, this
entry way experience could be enhanced. Consider placing a welcome/portal exhibit, sign, or banner in 
this area (specific location to be determined).  A wayside exhibit with a photo of the historic appearance of
the gate might also be interesting for visitors. Maintain or improve landscaping around the columns with 
approval from City Recreation & Parks and the City CHAP office.

Responsibility Friends of Patterson Park

Lombard St. main gate Gate and crosswalk
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

02 - 100
Past the Lombard Street columns where the 
walking path splits in three directions.

Getting Oriented to Patterson 
Park

Most of the visitors who come into Patterson 
Park from the Lombard Street entrance gate 
see the Patterson Park orientation sign/map 
soon after they enter the park.  Most first-time 
visitors will go there to get oriented to the park.
The existing sign/map's location is set three feet
back from the path's curbing; it should be 
installed at the edge of the curb so that all 
visitors (including those in wheelchairs) can get
up close to the sign/map. Wayside exhibit

Lombard Street Entry Area

1 - Information, Orientation, Services

This category is not theme-related.  Use for informational signs, orientation, safety messages, maps, and
other topics related to trip planning, visitor safety, comfort, and services.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 4  minutes

Status 3 - Existing, needs replacement

Recommendations ► When the City replaces this orientation sign (with duplicates at the other entrances) to use the City 
Park system’s most recent design style, consider updating these signs’ interpretive content to emphasize
the 1814 earthworks and the War of 1812 story.

► Perhaps include an inset map that shows the park’s earthwork resources and how this countrified area
looked in September 1814.  On the map/s, use the historic word “Observatory” along with of the nickname
“Pagoda” for the tower.  Consider tactile panel for accessibility.

Responsibility Friends of Patterson Park

Current upright orientation exhibit Model park orientation exhibit, tabletop style
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

02 - 200
Near the Lombard Street entrance along the 
path to the white house.

Learning about the Friends of 
Patterson Park

Many visitors entering the park notice the large
white house (formerly the park supt’s house) 
and a sign in front stating “Friends of Patterson
Park”.  Some visitors assume that this building
may be open to the public and walk to its front 
entrance door.  Some park information is 
available on the yellow sandwich-board sign 
nearby and elsewhere.

Wayside exhibit

Lombard Street Entry Area

1 - Information, Orientation, Services

This category is not theme-related.  Use for informational signs, orientation, safety messages, maps, and
other topics related to trip planning, visitor safety, comfort, and services.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 3  minutes

Status 3 - Existing, needs replacement

Recommendations ► Consider placing a bulletin case (on legs near the "Friends sign" or wall-mounted next to the front 
door) to give information about the Friends of Patterson Park organization and its role in operating the 
park.  Perhaps notices in this bulletin case can include safety warnings, resource protection messages, 
and interpretive program schedules. Note: potential vandalism is always a concern at Patterson Park.  
The park's current sandwich-board approach to posting park information is effective in deterring 
vandalism with easy replacement if/when vandalism occurs.

► Consider moving the yellow banner that is currently hanging from the Observatory’s second tier to the 
front of the white house.

Responsibility Friends of Patterson Park

White House Current Friends postings
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

03 - 100
Where a number of park paths converge at the
base of the Observatory.

Discovering the Pagoda or 
Observatory

Most first-time visitors approaching the park 
from Pratt Street or Lombard Street notice the 
observation tower (locally known as "the 
Pagoda") and gravitate toward that feature.  For
first-time visitors, this park feature may seem 
out of place until they discover the story of this 
structure's history that explains its unusual 
architectural style.

Wayside exhibit

Pagoda Plaza

3 - Early History of Patterson Park

This topic provides content for the story of Patterson Park and Baltimore from Colonial times through the
1800s, including the Civil War, park design, uses by the public, and architecture.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 5  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Consider planning and designing a wayside exhibit that interprets the Observatory’s history from its 
construction in 1892 to its restoration in 2002.  Emphasize the tower’s history in reflecting city park 
development in the United States from that 1890s era.  This low-profile wayside exhibit could be installed
at the edge of the flower bed to the left or right of the front entrance door.

► Perhaps include the fact that it sits atop Rodgers Bastion, the focal point of Baltimore’s earthwork 
defenses in September 1814.

Responsibility Friends of Patterson Park

The Observatory or "Pagoda" Observatory entrance area
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

03 - 200
Around the outside of the Observatory where 
visitors can look into its first floor.

Appreciating the views when the
Pagoda is closed

Most visitors do not arrive at the Pagoda on 
Sunday afternoon when it is open to visitors 
(from April through October), and cannot get 
into it.  However, those visitors who arrive when
it is not open can look through the Plexiglas 
windows into its first floor to see its spiral 
stairway.  Alternative experiences need to be 
considered for these visitors.

Film or video

Pagoda Plaza

4 - The Later History of Patterson Park

This topic provides content for the story of Patterson Park and Baltimore from 1900 to the present time, 
including park design, uses by the public, community involvement, and architecture.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 5  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► If funding could be secured, consider mounting three cameras on the top/fourth level of the 
Observatory and either 1) make the views available via digital broadcast that some visitors can access 
using their iPhones or iPads; and/or 2) install monitors behind two or three of the Plexiglas windows.  If 
the mounted-camera views are available through digital broadcast (using its wifi hub), the information on
how to access the views needs to be posted on the Observatory’s first level.

► A low-tech, low-cost alternative would be to develop a "hard-page flip book" to show the views from the
upper three levels AND small versions of the wayside exhibits available on each level.  The flip book/s 
could be mounted in unobtrusive places near the base of the building.

Responsibility Multiple partners

Harbor entrance from Observatory Ground floor
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

03 - 300
Inside the Pagoda at the second, third, and 
fourth level viewpoints.

Exploring the Pagoda

If visitors arrive at the Observatory on a Sunday
afternoon when it is open to visitors (from April 
through October), a volunteer on duty greets 
visitors at the entrance door and limits the 
number inside to 25 or fewer.  They also 
provide interpretation on the Pagoda and 
answers to visitors' questions.

Informal contact with staff

Pagoda Plaza

2 - War of 1812

This topic includes all political and military subjects associated with the war, including leaders, 
chronologies, campaigns, fortifications, communications, and its effects on citizens.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 5  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Consider encouraging current or new volunteers to wear 1814-period clothing during their 6 hours 
(noon to 6:00 p.m.) shift.

► If, by chance, any volunteers working at the Pagoda on Sundays also have musical talent (singing or 
playing an instrument), encourage them to use their talents during their shift.  Or, cooperate with Fort 
McHenry’s fife and drum volunteers (or other partners) and ask if they might play here on Sundays, 
especially during the Bicentennial years 2012-2014.

Responsibility Multiple partners

Staff providing interpretation Observatory stairway
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

03 - 400
At the Observatory's outdoor viewing areas at 
the second, third, and fourth levels.

Interpreting the view from the 
Pagoda observation decks

When visitors climb the stairs to the viewing 
levels of the Observatory, they can read 12 rail-
mounted waysides exhibits (4 each on levels 2,
3 and 4).  Each wayside exhibit panel 
(approximately 24” wide by 14” tall) is printed on
a polystyrene substrate.  Each panel is slid into
its frame just before noon on Sundays and 
removed after the Observatory closes at 6:00 p.
m.  These color panels are beginning to fade 
and need to be replaced during the War of 1812
Bicentennial.

Wayside exhibits

Pagoda Plaza

X - Multiple Themes

Use this category for experiences that are associated with multiple interpretive themes or topics.  Many 
programs and media offerings could be categorized this way.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 15  minutes

Status 3 - Existing, needs replacement

Recommendations ► Consider reviewing and revising the text and design of each panel before they are reproduced.  The 
amount of text (i.e., number of words) is too much for these waysides, the line length (i.e., number of 
words per line) is too long, and the photographs and other graphics need to be stronger (i.e., one graphic
needs to be larger than its subordinate graphics).  Also, these wayside exhibits could be produced using
a more durable production method and material, such as high pressure laminate (HPL).  Retain the 
excellent frames currently in use.

Responsibility Friends of Patterson Park

Rail exhibit frames Existing panels needing redesign
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

04 - 100
At the top of the grassy slope where five 
cannons on concrete pedestals sit.

Discovering the War of 1812 
cannons

Most visitors notice the five cannons mounted 
on concrete pedestals located at the top of the
grassy earthworks area just east of the 
Observatory.  These are replica cannon from 
the 1914 Centennial Commemoration of the 
War of 1812.  The cannon tubes are in poor 
condition and the concrete pedestals are 
weathering and cracking.  Labels are hard to 
read and give only the date "1814."

Artifact conservation services

Rodgers Bastion Area

2 - War of 1812

This topic includes all political and military subjects associated with the war, including leaders, 
chronologies, campaigns, fortifications, communications, and its effects on citizens.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration NA  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Recommend that the cannon tubes be given conservation treatment from an experienced metal 
conservator.  Also recommend that the concrete pedestals be replaced – either “in kind” or preferably with
replica cannon carriages of the type used here in September 1814.

► There is a sixth replica cannon on the south side of the Observatory, although it is not mounted on a 
concrete base; it also needs conservation.

Responsibility Multiple partners

Historic gun tubes needing treatment Cannon on west side of the Pagoda
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

04 - 200
The five cannons in line along the top of 
Rodgers Bastion's current grassy slope.

Learning about the War of 1812 
cannons

Most visitors do not understand the significance
of the five cannons mounted on concrete 
pedestals.  Although these are replica cannon 
from the 1914 Centennial Commemoration of 
the War of 1812, they represent the 100 
cannons (and 12,000 citizen-soldiers) that 
defended Baltimore from earthworks from here
south to the harbor, and from here north to the
area near today’s Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Wayside exhibits

Rodgers Bastion Area

2 - War of 1812

This topic includes all political and military subjects associated with the war, including leaders, 
chronologies, campaigns, fortifications, communications, and its effects on citizens.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 10  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Recommend that two wayside exhibits be planned and designed to be placed near these cannons.  
One wayside will interpret the 100 cannons and 12,000 citizen-soldiers and the scene from this location 
on September 13, 1814.  The second wayside will interpret the earthworks in 1814 that extended for 
miles from here, and how they thwarted the British attempt to capture Baltimore.

Responsibility Friends of Patterson Park

Cannon grouping Wayside exhibit, Civil War
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

04 - 300
At the back side of the Observatory Plaza, along
a short walking trail to a statue.

Discovering the 1914 Centennial
Monument

Most visitors see the sculptural monument of 
two children holding a proclamation from 1914.
This art was funded by the Baltimore schools 
and students, and was erected here during the
Centennial of the War of 1812.  The current 
path and paving stones were built in 2002 
during the Pagoda's restoration.

Artifact conservation services

Rodgers Bastion Area

2 - War of 1812

This topic includes all political and military subjects associated with the war, including leaders, 
chronologies, campaigns, fortifications, communications, and its effects on citizens.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 5  minutes

Status 2 - Existing, needs improvement

Recommendations ► Recommend that this monument (although in much better condition than the cannons) have some 
conservation work done and a wax coating applied.

► Also recommend that the paving stones/pad around this statue be enlarged to allow easy access for 
visitors walking on either side of it.  Currently the curb is a tripping hazard, especially for photographers.

Responsibility Multiple partners

1814-1914 Centennial monument Monument's narrow viewing pad
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

04 - 500
The grassy slope near the Observatory with a 
concrete platform at the bottom.

Enjoying concerts near the 
Pagoda

On about seven Sundays each summer, 
Patterson Park hosts concerts on the grassy 
slopes just below the Observatory and 
earthworks remaining from 1814.  Some 
concerts are enjoyed by as many as 1,200 
people; other concerts (depending on the 
concert and the weather) get a few dozen 
attendees.  Very few of the concerts are 
thematically connected to the War of 1812.

Special event or festival

Rodgers Bastion Area

2 - War of 1812

This topic includes all political and military subjects associated with the war, including leaders, 
chronologies, campaigns, fortifications, communications, and its effects on citizens.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 90  minutes

Status 2 - Existing, needs improvement

Recommendations ► Consider scheduling a few 1814 period concerts (if they can be loud enough for the Patterson Park 
venue and last about 1 1/2 hours) using fife and drum corps or other musical groups during 2011 and the
War of 1812’s Bicentennial years of 2012 to 2014.

► Perhaps during the announcements before every performance, the speaker could remind the audience
that they are sitting on the earthwork remains of the defense of Baltimore on September 13, 1814.  It 
would be desirable for there to be a Star-Spangled Banner more readily visible at this site.

► Recommend consulting with Harpers Ferry National Historical Park about their experience in booking
United States military bands for concert.  NPS Contact: Interpreter Kim Biggs.

Responsibility Multiple partners

Existing concert platform Emphasize the flag at this site
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

04 - 510
At the concrete platform at the bottom of the 
grassy slope below the Observatory.

Improving service for the 
concerts

During those summer concerts on the grassy 
slopes just below the Observatory and 
earthworks, the power for the instruments and 
speakers has to come from a portable 
generator that the park staff provides.

Special event or festival

Rodgers Bastion Area

2 - War of 1812

This topic includes all political and military subjects associated with the war, including leaders, 
chronologies, campaigns, fortifications, communications, and its effects on citizens.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 90  minutes

Status 2 - Existing, needs improvement

Recommendations ► The park would like to provide electricity from a permanent power source next to the concrete 
pad/stage; funds are needed for this upgrade.

► The park staff’s ultimate goal for that area would be the construction of a “band shell” or other covered
performance area for the concert groups.

Responsibility Multiple partners

Rodgers Bastion area View from Observatory
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

05 - 100
In front of the Casino, on its covered porches, or
possibly in designated spaces inside the 
building.

Learning about the Casino and 
park history

The Casino is one of the remaining architectural
features of the park.  Currently, this building is 
occupied by an adult day care facility run by 
CARE under a contract with the City of 
Baltimore.  This building's elevated and 
protected west porch offers a good place for 
visitors to visualize Rodgers Bastion as it would
have appeared in 1814.

Wayside exhibit and/or museum
exhibits

The Casino Area

X - Multiple Themes

Use this category for experiences that are associated with multiple interpretive themes or topics.  Many 
programs and media offerings could be categorized this way.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 30  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► If in the future the CARE facility leaves this building, consider creating at least one wayside exhibit at 
the Casino to interpret the building and War of 1812 features visible from there.

► Consider using space inside the building for a museum exhibit featuring images and objects related to
the history of Patterson Park, which would include the War of 1812, the Civil War, and more recent 
history.  The Friends could accept donated items to supplement the current collection of images, 
archeological objects, and artifacts representing a variety of periods.

Responsibility Multiple partners

The Casino View of redoubt area from Casino
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

06 - 100
Along the walkway on the east side of the Boat
Lake

Learning about Harris Creek and
the Boat Lake

Visitors see the Boat Lake, a prominent feature
of Patterson Park for many years.  With the aid
of a wayside exhibit they could come to 
appreciate the changes it has undergone over 
the years, and its relation to Harris Creek which
was the most prominent tidal water feature in 
this part of the park.

Wayside exhibit

Boat Lake

X - Multiple Themes

Use this category for experiences that are associated with multiple interpretive themes or topics.  Many 
programs and media offerings could be categorized this way.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 5  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Consider planning a wayside exhibit that would illustrate the historic appearance of the Boat Lake, and
explain its design and uses from the beginning of the park to the present.  The wayside would also 
explain the connection with Harris Creek at the time of the War of 1812.

Responsibility Friends of Patterson Park

Boat Lake from the south Historic views of the Boat Lake
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

07 - 100
At a sidewalk location along Linwood Avenue on
the park's east side.

Discovering the British 
perspective of Sept. 13, 1814

Most visitors who want to know about the War 
of 1812 resources go to the west side of 
Patterson Park.  The British army came close to
that part of today’s park on September 13, 
1814.  For those visitors who are on the park's 
east side, some interpretation related to 1814 is
needed to help them understand the area's 
history and significance related to the War of 
1812.

Wayside exhibit

East Side of Park

2 - War of 1812

This topic includes all political and military subjects associated with the war, including leaders, 
chronologies, campaigns, fortifications, communications, and its effects on citizens.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 3  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Recommend that a wayside exhibit be planned and designed for the east side of Patterson Park for 
the sidewalk along Linwood Avenue that would interpret the British perspective of September 13, 1814.

Responsibility Friends of Patterson Park

Looking south along Linwood Ave. Looking north along Linwood Ave.
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

08 - 100
At numerous locations around the perimeter of
Patterson Park.

Identifying Patterson Park

Currently visitors may encounter more than 
eight entrances or portals where they may gain
access to Patterson Park.  Many of these 
gateways are connections to distinct Baltimore
communities.  Identifying signage is 
inconsistent or in some cases absent.

Nameplates

Neighborhood Entrances and 

1 - Information, Orientation, Services

This category is not theme-related.  Use for informational signs, orientation, safety messages, maps, and
other topics related to trip planning, visitor safety, comfort, and services.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration .25  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Consider creating and implementing a plan for consistent, attractive, and sustainable park nameplates
for all gateways.  Metal nameplates such as those at the Lombard Street gate could be used, either 
mounted on the masonry structures, or on a suitable metal post beside the gate.

Responsibility Multiple partners

Some of the varied gates An appropriate nameplate, Lombard Ave.
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Visitor Experience -Media and Programs
Listed Individually – one experience per page

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location

Media or ProgramType

09 - 100
Along the iron railing outside the monument 
grounds, or just inside the gate.

Identifying Pulaski and the 
Monument

Visitors see the Pulaski Monument and learn 
about Pulaski and his connection to the park 
and this neighborhood.

Wayside exhibit

Pulaski Monument Area

X - Multiple Themes

Use this category for experiences that are associated with multiple interpretive themes or topics.  Many 
programs and media offerings could be categorized this way.

Topic/Theme

Experience
Duration 5  minutes

Status 5 - Desired, needs planning

Recommendations ► Plan, design, and install a modern wayside exhibit on Pulaski and the monument.  Remove the small,
metalphoto sign currently in place.  Evaluate signage at the site, and consolidate, rehabilitate, and 
remove if not needed. The exhibit will clarify Pulaski's role in history and explain that he was not a 
participant in the War of 1812.

Responsibility Friends of Patterson Park

Gateway to Pulaski Monument Pulaski Monument, Observatory (left)
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Visitor Experience - Media and Programs
Listed according to location

VE ID No. Experience and Park Resource Location Media Type and Theme

00 - 100
Downtown at a Baltimore hotel 
or attractions in and around the 
Inner Harbor.

Getting to Patterson Park

Many out-of-town visitors (only a small 
percentage of total park visitors) are 
interested in Patterson Park’s resources 
related to the War of 1812.  Most of these 
visitors will be staying in downtown hotels 
or visiting the Inner Harbor area and drive
up Pratt Street or Lombard Street.  
Because street parking is often difficult to 
find on the streets near Patterson Park, 
out-of-town visitors should be encouraged 
to take the city’s free shuttle bus system 
(Charm City Circulator) from downtown to
Patterson Park.

Multiple offsite 
media
1 - Information, 
Orientation, Services

Pre-visit Locations

01 - 100
Pratt Street or Lombard Street to
their intersections with Patterson
Park Avenue.

Approaching Patterson Park

Most of the park’s visitors live in the 
neighborhoods surrounding the park. Many
of them are not aware of Patterson Park’s
War of 1812 resources, nor are they aware
that Baltimore's defensive earthworks in 
September 1814 extended from the harbor
up to Hampstead Hill (today's Patterson 
Park) and north/northwest to the area near
Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Flags or banners

2 - War of 1812

Approach to Patterson 

01 - 200
At the gate columns standing 
across from the intersection with
Lombard Street.

Entering Patterson Park

Many visitors (especially those coming 
from downtown Baltimore) enter the park 
through a stone gate built in the mid-1860s
along Patterson Park Avenue opposite 
Lombard Street.  This historic stone 
entrance is the park's original formal gate.
This entrance's iron gates and the iron 
fences that once extended in both 
directions were removed during World War
II for war materials.

Interpretive site 
development
1 - Information, 
Orientation, Services

Approach to Patterson 

02 - 100
Past the Lombard Street 
columns where the walking path
splits in three directions.

Getting Oriented to Patterson Park

Most of the visitors who come into 
Patterson Park from the Lombard Street 
entrance gate see the Patterson Park 
orientation sign/map soon after they enter 
the park.  Most first-time visitors will go 
there to get oriented to the park.  The 
existing sign/map's location is set three 
feet back from the path's curbing; it should
be installed at the edge of the curb so that
all visitors (including those in wheelchairs)
can get up close to the sign/map.

Wayside exhibit

1 - Information, 
Orientation, Services

Lombard Street Entry Area

Baltimore National Heritage Area
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VE ID No.

Visitor Experience by Location, Page 2

Experience and Park Resource Location Media Type and Theme

02 - 200
Near the Lombard Street 
entrance along the path to the 
white house.

Learning about the Friends of 
Patterson Park
Many visitors entering the park notice the 
large white house (formerly the park supt’s
house) and a sign in front stating “Friends
of Patterson Park”.  Some visitors assume 
that this building may be open to the public
and walk to its front entrance door.  Some
park information is available on the yellow
sandwich-board sign nearby and 
elsewhere.

Wayside exhibit

1 - Information, 
Orientation, Services

Lombard Street Entry Area

03 - 100
Where a number of park paths 
converge at the base of the 
Observatory.

Discovering the Pagoda or 
Observatory
Most first-time visitors approaching the 
park from Pratt Street or Lombard Street 
notice the observation tower (locally known
as "the Pagoda") and gravitate toward that
feature.  For first-time visitors, this park 
feature may seem out of place until they 
discover the story of this structure's history
that explains its unusual architectural style.

Wayside exhibit

3 - Early History of 
Patterson Park

Pagoda Plaza

03 - 200
Around the outside of the 
Observatory where visitors can 
look into its first floor.

Appreciating the views when the 
Pagoda is closed
Most visitors do not arrive at the Pagoda 
on Sunday afternoon when it is open to 
visitors (from April through October), and 
cannot get into it.  However, those visitors
who arrive when it is not open can look 
through the Plexiglas windows into its first 
floor to see its spiral stairway.  Alternative 
experiences need to be considered for 
these visitors.

Film or video

4 - The Later History
of Patterson Park

Pagoda Plaza

03 - 300
Inside the Pagoda at the 
second, third, and fourth level 
viewpoints.

Exploring the Pagoda

If visitors arrive at the Observatory on a 
Sunday afternoon when it is open to 
visitors (from April through October), a 
volunteer on duty greets visitors at the 
entrance door and limits the number inside
to 25 or fewer.  They also provide 
interpretation on the Pagoda and answers 
to visitors' questions.

Informal contact
with staff
2 - War of 1812

Pagoda Plaza
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VE ID No.

Visitor Experience by Location, Page 3

Experience and Park Resource Location Media Type and Theme

03 - 400
At the Observatory's outdoor 
viewing areas at the second, 
third, and fourth levels.

Interpreting the view from the 
Pagoda observation decks
When visitors climb the stairs to the 
viewing levels of the Observatory, they can
read 12 rail-mounted waysides exhibits (4
each on levels 2, 3 and 4).  Each wayside
exhibit panel (approximately 24” wide by 
14” tall) is printed on a polystyrene 
substrate.  Each panel is slid into its frame 
just before noon on Sundays and removed
after the Observatory closes at 6:00 p.m.  
These color panels are beginning to fade 
and need to be replaced during the War of
1812 Bicentennial.

Wayside exhibits

X - Multiple Themes

Pagoda Plaza

04 - 100
At the top of the grassy slope 
where five cannons on concrete
pedestals sit.

Discovering the War of 1812 
cannons
Most visitors notice the five cannons 
mounted on concrete pedestals located at 
the top of the grassy earthworks area just 
east of the Observatory.  These are replica
cannon from the 1914 Centennial 
Commemoration of the War of 1812.  The 
cannon tubes are in poor condition and the
concrete pedestals are weathering and 
cracking.  Labels are hard to read and give
only the date "1814."

Artifact 
conservation 
2 - War of 1812

Rodgers Bastion Area

04 - 200
The five cannons in line along 
the top of Rodgers Bastion's 
current grassy slope.

Learning about the War of 1812 
cannons
Most visitors do not understand the 
significance of the five cannons mounted 
on concrete pedestals.  Although these are
replica cannon from the 1914 Centennial 
Commemoration of the War of 1812, they 
represent the 100 cannons (and 12,000 
citizen-soldiers) that defended Baltimore 
from earthworks from here south to the 
harbor, and from here north to the area 
near today’s Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Wayside exhibits

2 - War of 1812

Rodgers Bastion Area

04 - 300
At the back side of the 
Observatory Plaza, along a short
walking trail to a statue.

Discovering the 1914 Centennial 
Monument
Most visitors see the sculptural monument
of two children holding a proclamation from
1914.  This art was funded by the 
Baltimore schools and students, and was 
erected here during the Centennial of the
War of 1812.  The current path and paving
stones were built in 2002 during the 
Pagoda's restoration.

Artifact 
conservation 
2 - War of 1812

Rodgers Bastion Area
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Visitor Experience by Location, Page 4

Experience and Park Resource Location Media Type and Theme

04 - 500
The grassy slope near the 
Observatory with a concrete 
platform at the bottom.

Enjoying concerts near the Pagoda

On about seven Sundays each summer, 
Patterson Park hosts concerts on the 
grassy slopes just below the Observatory 
and earthworks remaining from 1814.  
Some concerts are enjoyed by as many as
1,200 people; other concerts (depending 
on the concert and the weather) get a few
dozen attendees.  Very few of the concerts
are thematically connected to the War of 
1812.

Special event or 
festival
2 - War of 1812

Rodgers Bastion Area

04 - 510
At the concrete platform at the 
bottom of the grassy slope 
below the Observatory.

Improving service for the concerts

During those summer concerts on the 
grassy slopes just below the Observatory 
and earthworks, the power for the 
instruments and speakers has to come 
from a portable generator that the park 
staff provides.

Special event or 
festival
2 - War of 1812

Rodgers Bastion Area

05 - 100
In front of the Casino, on its 
covered porches, or possibly in
designated spaces inside the 
building.

Learning about the Casino and park
history
The Casino is one of the remaining 
architectural features of the park.  
Currently, this building is occupied by an 
adult day care facility run by CARE under a
contract with the City of Baltimore.  This 
building's elevated and protected west 
porch offers a good place for visitors to 
visualize Rodgers Bastion as it would have
appeared in 1814.

Wayside exhibit 
and/or museum 
X - Multiple Themes

The Casino Area

06 - 100
Along the walkway on the east 
side of the Boat Lake

Learning about Harris Creek and the
Boat Lake
Visitors see the Boat Lake, a prominent 
feature of Patterson Park for many years.
With the aid of a wayside exhibit they could
come to appreciate the changes it has 
undergone over the years, and its relation 
to Harris Creek which was the most 
prominent tidal water feature in this part of 
the park.

Wayside exhibit

X - Multiple Themes

Boat Lake
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07 - 100
At a sidewalk location along 
Linwood Avenue on the park's 
east side.

Discovering the British perspective
of Sept. 13, 1814
Most visitors who want to know about the
War of 1812 resources go to the west side
of Patterson Park.  The British army came
close to that part of today’s park on 
September 13, 1814.  For those visitors 
who are on the park's east side, some 
interpretation related to 1814 is needed to
help them understand the area's history 
and significance related to the War of 
1812.

Wayside exhibit

2 - War of 1812

East Side of Park

08 - 100
At numerous locations around 
the perimeter of Patterson Park.

Identifying Patterson Park

Currently visitors may encounter more than
eight entrances or portals where they may
gain access to Patterson Park.  Many of 
these gateways are connections to distinct
Baltimore communities.  Identifying 
signage is inconsistent or in some cases 
absent.

Nameplates

1 - Information, 
Orientation, Services

Neighborhood Entrances 

09 - 100
Along the iron railing outside the
monument grounds, or just 
inside the gate.

Identifying Pulaski and the 
Monument
Visitors see the Pulaski Monument and 
learn about Pulaski and his connection to 
the park and this neighborhood.  The 
exhibit will clarify Pulaski's role in history 
and explain that he was not a participant in
the War of 1812.

Wayside exhibit

X - Multiple Themes

Pulaski Monument Area
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